Abstract — The performance of general purpose computers is increasing rapidly, and now they are capable of running video processing applications. However, on general purpose operating systems, real-time video processing is still difficult because there is no guarantee that enough CPU resources can surely be provided. A pseudo real-time video processing library RaVioli has been proposed for solving this issue. RaVioli conceals two resolutions, frame rate and number of pixels, from programmers and provides a dynamic and transparent resolution adjustability. Using RaVioli, pseudo real-time video processing can be achieved easily, but output precision may be roughened for reducing processing load. To prevent this situation, this paper proposes a method for automatically dividing whole video frame into several subframes, or tiles, and changing the resolutions of each tile individually. We have implemented the method on RaVioli and have made some evaluations with a sample program. The result shows that the proposed method can keep the resolution of video frames higher than traditional RaVioli.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time video processing applications such as surveillance systems, smoke detection systems or automatic vehicle collision avoidance systems are increasingly popular and now in demand. Therefore, the demand of the systems, which highly requires such real-time video processing, is rapidly increasing. Furthermore, the processors for general-purpose computers have been developed drastically. The performance of the processors has been improved, and the cost has been reduced. Therefore, it is also expected that the performance improvement and the cost reduction will promote real-time video processing on the general-purpose computers and operating systems. In spite of the advances of the general-purpose processors, it is difficult to realize the real-time video processing on general-purpose operating systems, because it should keep a certain output framerate. The main reasons for the difficulty are the fluctuations in the computation load of each frame and in the amount of the available CPU resource.

To solve this problem, we have proposed a high-level video processing library RaVioli (Resolution-Adaptable Video and Image Operating Library)[1], [2] which guarantees pseudo real-time processing on general-purpose computing systems. RaVioli can regulate the throughput rate by automatically modifying spatial resolution and frame rate according to CPU usage and load. For such dynamical modification of the resolutions, a programming fashion which is independent of the resolutions is required. RaVioli conceals two resolutions, frame rate and the number of pixels, from programmers for changing the resolutions at run-time. It enables RaVioli to exclude the concept of resolutions from video processing programming, and developers can write video processing programs more intuitively.

With RaVioli, developers can implement real-time processing without considering the fluctuations in the computation load of each frame and the amount of the available CPU resource, but sometimes the output precision may be too much roughened. This occurs due to reducing resolutions for load-adjustment, and it is difficult to ensure keeping output precision high. However, developers expect the input image to be processed with as possible as high resolutions.

In this paper, we propose a new model of load-adjustment by tiling with different spatial resolutions. It divides the whole image into several tiles, and roughens the spatial resolution of each tile according to how important the region enclosed in the tile is. It can reduce the total amount of the computation load, and the spatial resolution of the region which should be processed precisely may be prevented from being roughened. To achieve this, we have implemented a method for automatically dividing whole video frames into several subframes and changing each spatial resolution individually on RaVioli.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Real-Time Video Processing

So far, several real-time video processing applications have been developed. For example, Garcia-Martin et al.[3] have presented a moving people detection for surveillance video systems. Kim et al.[4] have proposed a method for early smoke detection. Lin et al.[5] have presented a real-time eye detection algorithm.

For such a real-time video processing, the scheduling of image processing and adjusting the processing load are very important. Some scheduling methods for image processing have been developed. Lee et al.[6] have proposed a static scheduling scheme for optimizing the parallel time of image processing operations involving multiple stages, loops, and data dependent operations. Although this scheduling method can reduce parallel execution time significantly, it does not ensure that image processing operations can be processed in a given constant time. Kywe et al.[7] have proposed an adaptive scheduling method using anytime algorithm, under such a
condition that the processing time is restricted in the duration of one frame. With the scheduling technique, the maximum performance can be achieved in the restricted time. However, it is necessary to modify conventional image processing algorithms to anytime algorithmic image processing.

On the other hand, some methods for adjusting the processing load also have been developed. Writing multiple routines with different algorithms has been the most-used solution for the load adjustment. One example is the imprecise computation model (ICM)[8], [9]. In this model, computation accuracy varies corresponding to the given computation time limit. With the confidence-driven architecture, which is based on the ICM, developers have to troublesomely implement multiple routines with different algorithms and different loads, and the confidence-driven architecture selects suitable routine dynamically and empirically among them.

A frame skipping method, one of the other solutions, has been proposed in [10]. This is based on the fact that not all frames are equally important for the overall video quality. If there is not enough resources for fully processing the incoming video, the processing of less essential frames is omitted according to a quality-aware frame skipping rule. Another solution also has been used in the eye detection[5]. In the detection algorithm, by adjusting the scale to enlarge the frame, the detection speed can be increased. Here, the scale refers to the zoom scale of the frame. After the detection in each frame, the scale is automatically changed according to the area of detected regions. These two studies are similar to RaVioli, however, RaVioli can apply both solutions to any video processing applications automatically.

B. Image/Video Processing Libraries and Languages

On the other hand, many image/video processing libraries have been developed. For example, VIGRA[11], OpenCV[12], [13], OpenIP[14] and Pandore[15] are well-known image/video processing libraries. Adopting template techniques similar to the C++ STL, VIGRA allows developers to easily adapt given components to their programs. OpenCV provides many typical image/video processing algorithms as C functions or C++ methods. OpenIP provides a set of interoperable, open source libraries, satisfying the demands of image processing and computer vision in education, research and industry, as well. Pandore provides a set of executable image processing operators. It is dedicated to image processing experts because skills on image processing operations are needed to use this library. These libraries provide high-level descriptivity of image/video processing, but adjusting computation load is difficult to be implemented with them.

Some programming languages for image processing also have been developed. A loopless image processing language[16], for example, allows developers to implement image processing for embedded devices without any knowledge about the processors or memory architectures. With this language, developers can operate arrays without using loops in programs with some special operators. However, developers have to write programs with a formula editor and consider array sizes. A whole image processing language called picture processing languages (PPL)[17] is also developed. The general idea of PPL is to encapsulate image processing algorithms. Thus, programmers do not have to deal with each individual pixel when implementing image processing algorithms, and this enables programmers, who know little about digital image processing, to write image processing programs. Although PPL incorporates common image processing algorithms, developers should extend the PPL if they want to use a new image processing algorithm. Using the API provided by PPL, developers can add more customized functions or methods, however, it is not easy for the end user.

The approach of the library RaVioli[1], [2] is completely different from existing computation models or image/video processing libraries and languages. RaVioli allows programmers to be unaware of the existence of pixels and frames through their video processing programming. Concealing pixels and frames from programmers, RaVioli can change spatial/temporal resolutions and can adjust processing load dynamically and automatically.

III. OVERVIEW OF RA VIOLI

A. Abstraction of Video Processing

RaVioli proposes a new programming paradigm with which programmers can write video processing applications intuitively. RaVioli conceals spatial resolution (pixel rate) and temporal resolution (frame rate) of a video from programmers. We human beings naturally have no concept of resolutions through our visual recognition. For example, we can recognize object motion in our view without any pixel or frame. However, pixels and frames are indispensable for motion object detection programs on computer systems.

For example, motion object detection programs are sometimes implemented by using a block matching algorithm, which searches for the most similar block between current window and previous one. The similarity between image windows will be calculated by SAD (sum of absolute differences) or another alternative method, and the method should be implemented by cumulative pixel value differences. Resolutions are delivered from the requirement of quantitativenss on computers. Hence, developers have to manage resolutions in their programs although resolutions are not required essentially for vision. In other words, the presence of resolutions makes video processing programs unintuitive.

Generally, loop iterations are heavily used in video processing programs. When converting a color image to grayscale, for example, each pixel will be converted to grayscale in innermost iteration, and the process is repeated for every pixels by loop nests as shown in Fig. 1(a). On the other hand, with RaVioli, an image is encapsulated in an RV Image instance, and this repetition for all pixels is done by RaVioli automatically, so developers should only write a routine for one pixel as shown in Fig. 1(b).GRAYScale() in Fig. 1(b) is the routine defined by the developer. What developer should do are defining a function which processes one pixel and passing the function to one of the image instance’s public methods. In this
example, the method is procPix(), which is defined as a higher-order method of the RV Image class. It applies a function passed as its argument to all pixels in the RV Image instance one after another. This framework allows developers to be released from resolutions and the number of iterations. Not only procPix(), RaVioli also provides some higher-order methods for several processing patterns; such as template matching, k-neighbor processing, and so on. As same as images, videos are also encapsulated in RV Streaming instances in RaVioli. Frames, the components of an RV Streaming instance, are concealed from developers. An RV Streaming instance also has several higher-order methods. Developers should only define a component function, which manages one frame, and pass the function to an appropriate higher-order method for video processing.

B. Self-Adjustment of Computation Load

RaVioli can dynamically change video resolutions considering processing load. RaVioli periodically compares the frame capturing interval and the processing time for one frame. When the processing time becomes larger than the capture interval, RaVioli considers it is overloaded and reduces resolutions. There are two resolutions; spatial resolution and temporal resolution in videos. Spatial resolution refers the number of pixels contained in each frame, and temporal resolution refers the frame rate. RaVioli applies component functions to frames or pixels skipping on a certain stride in higher-order methods mentioned above. Roughening resolutions can be done by raising the stride value, and it leads to decreasing the computation load. Fig. 2(a) shows which pixels are processed when spatial stride increases, and Fig. 2(b) shows which frames are processed when temporal stride increases.

Priorities can be specified for telling RaVioli which resolution (spatial or temporal) should be kept. In a real-time video application, top priority will be given to temporal resolution, and RaVioli reduces spatial resolution. In other applications such as face authentication, top priority will be given to spatial resolution, and RaVioli reduces temporal one. What developers should do for load adjustment is only specifying priorities.

The resolution priority is specified by a tuple of two values \((P_S, P_T)\) called a priority set. \(P_S\) represents the priority of spatial resolution, and \(P_T\) represents the priority of temporal resolution. When \((P_S, P_T) = (3, 7)\) is specified, the priority ratio of \(P_S\) and \(P_T\) is recognized as 3:7, and RaVioli manages to keep spatial stride and temporal stride in the ratio of 7:3. Therefore a video processing application, which fulfills the performance demand and realizes real-time processing, can be easily implemented.

This algorithm for reducing resolutions is very simple and naive. However, this simplicity is very important. Many complement algorithms such as bi-linear, hyper-cubic, and so on are well known and they can be used. However, notice that the function of changing resolutions of RaVioli aims at reducing calculations. Adding calculations for changing resolutions makes no sense.

An application written with RaVioli can achieve real-time processing without considering the fluctuations in the computation load of each frame and the amount of the available CPU resource, but sometimes the output will have low quality. Although this result occurs due to reducing resolutions, developers expect the input image to be processed with high resolutions. For this problem, developers already can control the inconvenience from quality loss by defining priority set appropriately. The resolution which is given top priority can be kept relatively high. On the other hand, the other resolution is roughened a lot when computation load is high. Thus this remains as a problem for RaVioli.
IV. TILING WITH DIFFERENT SPATIAL RESOLUTIONS

A. Outline of a New Load-Adjustment Model

As described in III-B, RaVioli achieves load self-adjustment by changing resolutions. However, there is a limit on reducing resolutions. If an input frame is processed with drastically roughened spatial resolution by RaVioli, the output may not be the result which developers expect. To prevent this situation, this paper proposes a new model of load-adjustment which focuses on the characteristics of input video frames in real-time video processing.

In real-time video processing, input video frames are captured and processed with a constant time interval, but not all frames need to be processed precisely. In a real-time intruder detection system, for example, if there is no motion object in an input video frame, the changeless frame is not necessary to be processed precisely. Even when there are some motion objects in a frame, most part of the frame should be changeless. Such a part is not also necessary to be processed precisely. Similarly, the parts which do not have to be processed precisely would be found in many other real-time video processing applications. Processing such parts precisely leads to waste of the CPU resources. When enough CPU resources cannot be provided, RaVioli tries to adjust processing loads by roughening the resolutions, so processing these useless parts leads to low resolution all around the frame.

Hence, this paper proposes a new model, with which each input video frame is divided into several subframes, and the spatial resolution of each subframe is changed individually based on whether the subframe needs to be processed precisely. Besides the spatial stride of the whole frame, the new RaVioli handles the spatial strides of each subframe individually. The spatial stride for the whole frame is used as for subframes which need to be processed precisely. We call this base stride. For the other subframes, RaVioli manages another greater stride value than the base stride. We call this rough stride. In this way, it is possible to reduce wasted processing, and RaVioli can achieve real-time video processing without excessively roughening resolutions.

B. Processing Model

Now, we will illustrate the new processing model with a surveillance application, and compare the new model to the traditional processing model of RaVioli. How both surveillance applications based on the traditional and the new model work is shown in Fig. 3. The input video stream is shown in the upper part of Fig. 3. For ease of explanation, we focus on four frames in the stream. The frames are labeled from #1 to #4 according to the captured order. The output stream with traditional RaVioli and that with the new model are shown in the middle and the lower part of Fig. 3 respectively.

Suppose that RaVioli processes all frames of input video stream in order not to miss intruders. Thus, RaVioli changes only the spatial resolution for adjusting the processing load.

To begin with, let us see how a surveillance application with the traditional model works. It is shown in the middle part of Fig. 3. The traditional model tries to process the all input video frames with as possible as high spatial resolution, so even the frame #1, where there is no change, is processed precisely. If the amount of the available CPU resource decreases when processing the frame #1, the next frame #2 is processed with rougher spatial resolution. Because RaVioli keeps on incrementing the spatial stride while the processing time is larger than the capture interval, roughening the spatial resolution often continues through several input video frames. In this example, the frame #3 and #4 is processed with roughened spatial resolution, and it is difficult to detect an intruder precisely because of low image quality.

On the other hand, in the new model, each input video frame is divided into several subframes, or tiles, in accordance with the parameter defined by developers. Then, RaVioli determines whether each tile needs to be processed precisely. The base stride is used for the tiles each of which covers some variable region, and the rough stride is used for the other tiles which have no changes in them.

Now, let us see how a surveillance application with the new tiling model works. It is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3. In this figure, vertical and horizontal dashed lines in a frame represent borderlines of each tile. This example shows the case where the developer indicates that each video frame should be divided into 3 × 3 tiles. Unlike the traditional RaVioli, the new tiling model applies the rough stride to the tiles which need not to be processed precisely. Thus, the total amount of the computation load can be reduced. Therefore, even if the amount of the available CPU resource decreases, the base stride can be prevented from being drastically roughened. When processing the frame #4, the left-middle and the left-lower tiles where a prowling intruder is captured are decided to be processed precisely, and the base stride is used for them. The base stride with the new model will be smaller than the spatial stride for the frame #4 with the traditional...
RaVioli, because the new model can reduce the computation load during the frame #1 through to the frame #3. Thus, it is possible to detect the intruder more precisely.

As described above, the new model enables RaVioli to reduce the total computation load by roughening the spatial resolution of the region which do not have to be processed precisely. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the region which should be processed precisely can be prevented from being drastically roughened.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, an implementation for the tiling model with different spatial resolutions will be described. First, a new class RV_TileImage which encapsulates a divided subframe will be described. Next, modification for higher-order methods of RV_Image class will be described, and the function for deciding whether a subframe needs to be processed precisely will be described. We call this function condition function. Finally, the flow of image processing with the new model will be described.

A. RV_TileImage Class

In the new model, each video frame is divided equally in order to change the spatial resolution of each subframe, or tile, individually. To accomplish this, a new class RV_TileImage which represents a divided tile is implemented on RaVioli. The outline of RV_TileImage class is shown in Fig. 4. Each RV_TileImage instance is associated with an RV_Image instance which it belongs to. As shown in Fig. 4, an RV_Image instance has width and height of the image, both spatial and temporal stride, space for holding image data, and some higher-order methods as its member. On the other hand, an RV_TileImage instance has width and height of the tile, both spatial and temporal stride, some higher-order methods, starting coordinates which are the coordinates of the upper-left of the tile, and a pointer to a condition function as its member. Instead of holding pixel data, RV_TileImage instances have a pointer to the space for image data which is allocated by its associated RV_Image instance.

When a video frame is processed with the new model, RV_TileImage instances are constructed as many as number of tiles. Each instance processes its responsible region in a video frame, so whole of the frame is processed properly. A region which is processed by an RV_TileImage instance is defined in terms of the starting coordinates, width and height of the tile held by the RV_TileImage instance. An RV_TileImage instance applies a component function repeatedly by means of a suitable higher-order method as same as an RV_Image instance in the traditional RaVioli. In this way an RV_TileImage instance processes the corresponding region of image data which is held by an RV_Image instance.

B. Higher-order Methods

The new model should be implemented so that developers do not have to rewrite component functions which are already written for the traditional RaVioli. Therefore, when an RV_Image instance applies a component function to its video frame, the instance should invoke RV_TileImage instances' higher-order methods instead of executing its own.

Now, we have modified RV_Image instance’s higher-order methods. For changing the spatial resolution of each tile individually, an RV_Image instance creates RV_TileImage instances as many as the number of tiles and processes whole frame by means of several RV_TileImage instances as described above.

The processing patterns of higher-order methods are different each other such as point processing, k-neighbor processing, template matching, and so on. Therefore, the size of region, especially the overlap width, for one RV_TileImage instance is different among higher-order methods. Thus, the way of dividing whole frame into several tiles should be different in each higher-order method. Now, we will show some representative higher-order methods, and explain how a frame should be divided for the methods. In the following descriptions, it is assumed that a video frame is divided into four(2 × 2) tiles.

\[
\text{procPix}(\text{void}(*\text{CF})(\text{RV_Pixel} *P))
\]

This higher-order method receives a pointer to a component function \(CF\) which processes one pixel \(P\) and applies it to all pixels one after another. Thus, a video frame is divided into four tiles simply as shown in Fig. 5(a). Here, in Fig. 5(a), C, W, and H represent the starting coordinates, the width and the height of the tile respectively.

\[
\text{procImgComp}(\text{void}(*\text{CF})(\text{RV_Pixel} *P, P_c), \text{RV_Image} I_c)
\]
This higher-order method receives a pointer to a component function \( CF \) which processes one pixel \( P \), using the corresponding pixel \( P_e \) in a image \( E \) as reference and applies it to all pixels one after another. This method can be used for calculating frame-to-frame difference, calculating degree of similarity between two frames, and so on. Because the processing pattern of procImgComp is same as that of procPix(), two video frames are divided as shown in Fig. 5(a).

```
procNeighbor(\texttt{void(*CF)})(RV\_Pixel \*P, \*P\_nbrr, int \textit{k})
```

This higher-order method receives a pointer to a component function \( CF \) which processes one pixel \( P \), using an array of RV\_Pixel instance \( P\_nbr \) which contains \( k \) nearest neighbor pixels (\( k=8 \)) as reference, and applies it to all pixels one after another. With this method, a video frame is divided as shown in Fig. 5(b). The region \#1 contains the top left quarter of the image and one pixel margin on the right and lower side of the region. Similarly, the region \#2, \#3 and \#4 contain each quarter image accompanying with its one pixel margin on the left and lower side, right and upper side, and left and upper side respectively.

### C. Condition Function

To change resolutions of all tiles automatically and individually, each RV\_TileImage instance needs to determine whether the tile should be processed precisely or not. In the new model, \textit{condition functions} are applied to video frames using the processing mechanism as same as component functions. Developers can define a condition function which determines whether a tile needs to be processed precisely, and pass the function to an RV\_Streaming instance through its higher-order method. RaVioli uses this function for changing spatial resolution of each tile. Furthermore, RaVioli provides developers with some predefined condition functions. Condition functions should return 1 if the tile needs to be processed precisely, otherwise return 0.

Now, we show a sample video processing program implemented with the new RaVioli model in Fig. 6. In this sample program, the component functions pixF, imgF and a condition function FleshDetect are defined by the developer. In main function, as a first step, an RV\_Streaming instance video is declared at the line 9. Then, the priority set is designated by means of the \texttt{setPriority} method of the RV\_Streaming instance at the line 10. The instance video changes both spatial and temporal resolutions according to the value of the priority set. Next, a condition function should be defined and passed to the higher-order method \texttt{setCondFunc}. Now, the specifications of condition functions and a higher-order method \texttt{setCondFunc} are as follows.

```
void \texttt{setCondFunc}(\texttt{int(*CdF)})(RV\_Image \*F_e) {
void \texttt{setCondFunc}(\texttt{int(*CdF2)})(RV\_Image \*F_e, \*F_p)
```

This method receives a pointer to a condition function \( CdF \) which uses the current processing frame \( F_e \), or a pointer to a condition function \( CdF2 \) which uses both \( F_e \) and the previous frame \( F_p \). This assigns the function pointer to RV\_TileImage instance’s pointer variable shown in Fig. 4.

In this sample program, the programmer-defined condition function FleshDetect is passed to the higher-order method \texttt{setCondFunc} at the line 11. A predefined function can be designated instead of programmer-defined condition function. FrameDiff in line 12, which is commented out, is one of the predefined condition functions. It returns 1 if the difference between the tiles in adjacent frames is greater than a certain threshold, otherwise returns 0. Then, how many tiles the whole frame is divided into is designated at the line 13. The component function imgF, which is applied to all video frames, is passed to video’s higher-order method procStream at the line 14. In the imgF, the higher-order method procPix() is invoked at the line 3. In the method procPix(), each RV\_TileImage instance changes the spatial stride by means of the condition function and processes the corresponding region with the spatial stride. As described above, the process for a video frame can be applied to all frames.

### D. Image Processing Flow

This subsection shows how a video processing program runs with the new model of RaVioli. First, a video frame is divided into several tiles. The number of tiles is defined by developers. Now, suppose that the number of tiles is designated as \( 2 \times 2 \). In this case, four RV\_TileImage instances are constructed to process the corresponding tile individually. This is illustrated in the left side of Fig. 7. Each RV\_TileImage instance determines the tile should be processed with whether base stride or rough stride, and processes the tile with the appropriate spatial stride as shown in the center of Fig. 7. In this figure, each square represents a pixel, and a filled square represents a processed pixel. The case, where upper-left and lower-right tiles are processed with base stride and upper-right and lower-left tiles are processed with rough stride, is shown in this figure. The value of rough stride is now 2. Therefore,
as you can see, there are some unprocessed pixels in upper-right and lower-left tiles. For these unprocessed pixels, the result of a left or upper or upper-left neighbor pixel is used for output instead of them. Thus, the output of the whole video frame is as shown in the right side of Fig. 7. By processing a video frame along this flow, a load-adjustment by tiling with different spatial resolutions is achieved.

VI. EVALUATIONS

We evaluated the new tiling model proposed in this paper. The evaluation environment is shown in TABLE I. We used a grayscale program for this evaluation. The input video stream is composed of 50 frames and the spatial resolution is 320 × 240. In this stream, there are changes in the input frames from the 30th frame through the 34th. Furthermore, from 20th frame to 40th frame, we executed another program which has heavy computation load for making a situation where available CPU resource decreases drastically. We have evaluated following three models,

(B) Traditional RaVioli.
(T_{3,4}) Tiling model using FrameDiff described in V-C as a condition function, and a frame is divided into 3 × 4 tiles.
(T_{8,8}) Tiling model as same as (T_{3,4}) but with 8 × 8 tiles.

The fluctuation of the base stride is shown in Fig. 8. As you can see, tiling model (T_{3,4}) and (T_{8,8}) can keep base stride 1 or 2 lower than model (B) from 30th to 34th frame. The output images at the 33rd frame are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) show the output image with model (B), model (T_{3,4}) and model (T_{8,8}) respectively. With model (B), the whole input image was processed with single spatial resolution, and the region which should be processed precisely was roughened as same as the other region. In contrast, with the new models (T_{3,4}) and (T_{8,8}), the region where a person moves was processed with finer spatial resolution than that for the other region. Especially, with model (T_{8,8}), more regions are processed with rough stride than model (T_{3,4}). Hence, model (T_{8,8}) was able to keep the base stride lower than the base stride of model (T_{3,4}).

As we can see in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, tiling model can process the regions, where a person moves, with the base stride properly, and the spatial stride for the region with model (T_{8,8}) is up to 2 times smaller than that with model (B). Therefore, it is obvious that the region where a person moves is processed precisely. Thus, the output precision of the region is highly improved.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new load-adjustment model by tiling with different spatial resolutions for pseudo real-time video processing library RaVioli. RaVioli changes resolutions automatically for adapting to currently available CPU resource. In the new tiling model, RaVioli divides whole video frame into several tiles, and can change the spatial resolution of each tile individually. Additionally, developers can use this new model without rewriting component functions for the traditional RaVioli. Through an evaluation, it is found that the new model can keep the spatial stride of regions, which should be processed precisely, up to 2 smaller than that of the traditional RaVioli.

One of our future works is merging this model and parallelization. RaVioli already can parallelize video processing by applying automatic block decomposition for each frame and by providing an easy-to-use pipelining interface which can automatically balance loads between some processing stages [1]. Because the execution time of a video processing program can be reduced by these parallelization methods, the resolutions will be prevented from being roughened, and it will lead to improving the output precision. On the other hand, the new tiling model should be applied to several useful real-time video processing programs. To achieve this, we should examine some new higher-order methods for them. Designing a new video programming language which cooperates with RaVioli is also left for our future work.
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Fig. 9. The output images with the traditional model and the new models.
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